Mapping the Rich Creek Cave!

In Fall 2017, Monroe County’s Rich Creek Cave was mapped for the first time. Measuring almost
1800 feet long with 189 feet entirely under water, it required two different teams to map.
Cover photos from The West Virginia Caver: Rich Creek Cave, in Monroe County—from top-left and then
clockwise: Jeff Hajenga going through the near-entrance ear dip; George Dasher inspecting the deep water in
front of him; George Dasher sketching in a formation passage; a spotted salamander; Dave Socky looking at the
deep water in front of him; and Jeff Hajenga pointing to the deep water at the cave’s terminal sump.
All photos by Dave Socky.
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The story behind the map. Veteran caver George Dasher is executive director of the West Virginia
Speleological Survey (WVASS), editor of The West Virginia Caver, and author of numerous
publications about caves and karst in WV. In September 2017, Dasher received two “Let’s map the
cave” requests about the Rich Creek Cave. One was from Nick Schaer, a geologist with the WVDEP.
On September 20 and 26, with permission from the landowner, Dasher, Schaer, and two others
mapped the above water part of the cave (from the Pond to the Sump). (Given the description of that
trip, they might say “mostly” above water.) On November 18, Teddy Garlock, who specializes in sump
diving, led a team to map the underwater part of the cave (from the Sump continuing lower right).
The February 2018 issue of The West Virginia Caver features photos and a 3-part article written by
George Dasher (describing the September 20th trip), Nick Schaer (on the geology and hydrogeology
of the cave), and Teddy Garlock (on the underwater mapping trip in November).
Cover photos and map are reprinted here with permission of The West Virginia Caver and Dave
Socky. For more information about this and other publications of the WVASS, see: www.wvass.org

